The many electronic text corpora available nowadays present ever fewer obstacles to a wide range of corpus linguistic study. However, corpora are expensive resources to create and to update, and there remain problems for linguists if they seek access to very large, very recent, or changing language. The World Wide Web, whilst intended as an information source, is an obvious resource for the retrieval of linguistic information, being the largest store of texts in existence, freely-available, covering a range of domains, and constantly added to and updated. Individual linguistic researchers have been trying to retrieve instances of rare or neologistic language use from the web by manipulating existing web search engines. Whilst this strategy is possible, in particular via Google, the output is rather haphazard and not linguist-friendly. The Research and Development Unit for English Studies has been seeking to remedy the situation through the creation of' 'WebCorp', a tool designed to search the Internet and provide on-line tailored access to linguists. A demonstration tool is available at
Some Strategies for Accessing the Web as a Linguistic Resource

Off-line Processing
The web is being targeted as a linguistic resource from various quarters and in different ways. Some linguists, such as KUbler and Foucou (2000) , are extracting texts, and metatexts, which together make up corpora deemed to be representative of something, such as 'general language use', or a technical field. Fairon (1999 Fairon ( , 2000 downloads entire newspaper sites for processing. Kilgariff (2001) , on the other hand, is currently collecting reference sets of URLs based on the BNC typology, with which a user can create domainspecified corpora by downloading, without copyright infringement.
Enquiry by Search Engine
Another strategy is to exploit the functionality of web search engines. Standard engines operate by searching the web for factual information containing a specified search term. A small effort of imagination recasts this in corpus linguistic terms as searching the web for contexts containing target word or phrase. A growing number of researchers have been driven (Bergh et aI, 1998; Brekka, 1999 Brekka, , 2000 , by the absence or insufficiency of evidence in existing corpora for rarer or newer linguistic items and features, to attempt a trawl of the web by this means. Search engines are not, however, designed to accommodate such an approach, and the consequent negotiation entails tedious serial searching and downloading of sometimes individually thin pickings, followed by painstaking manual editing of whole texts. For the word cull, featuring heavily in British news from spring 2001 in relation to foot-and-mouth disease, AltaVista yielded 14,005 returns on Nov. 13t1" 2000, using its Advanced Search Facility. We present the first few, fairly typical contexts, trom which it will be plain that the output, whether or not relevant trom the point of view of topic, is neither linguist-triendly in format, nor rich in relevant instances of usage of the word cull itself. As a linguistic search tool, Google is unique in extracting context for search terms, and has built in some refinements which will be shown later, but it retrieves only one instance of a search term from a given web page on which it may actually occur several times. A search engine also covers only a slice of the web. Furthermore, it can retrieve information only for the search terms in its periodically-updated index. Google could not yet trace Sophiegate, of April 1st 2001 vintage, in early May.
A New Linguistic Tool: The WebCorp System
A further leap of imagination reveals the web to be ripe for exploitation by software tailored to find and retrieve contextualised instances of words and phrases. Such information could serve the linguistic community in areas of linguistic, pedagogic, lexicographic and other endeavour by filling the information gaps left by traditional corpus data. This was the point of departure for the WebCorp project, in the Unit at Liverpool. I intended to set up this project in 1996, but other project priorities meant that it was finally launched in December 2000. The project team consists of Mike Pacey, Andrew Kehoe and Jayeeta Banerjee, software developers; Paul Davies, statistical consultant; and myself, linguist and project originator and manager. Michael Hoey, as PI, is on hand with linguistic advice; Themis Bowcock, as Cl, steers us through web and post-web developments. The UK company Searchengine.com is our industrial collaborator. The WebCorp tool is being developed according to an intensive and ambitious two-year project plan, which has been informed in part by the copious feedback received in response to a simple pre-project prototype software demonstrator that we installed on the web back in May 2000. Among the many unsolicited expressions of enthusiasm for the WebCorp tool, Michael Rundell stated in his paper entitled 'The biggest corpus of all' (Rundell, 2000) that:
"...a major breakthrough is at hand, in the form of a stunning new website that produces real 'concordances'. As with Altavista and others, http://www.webcorp.org.uk/ [Le. WebCorp] searches the entire Internet for your query. But in this case the output is a proper concordance with an amount of surrounding context which the user (that's you) can specify in advance. The results, in other words, look very similar to what you might get from the BNC or COBUILD Direct -but in this case the "source data" is the vast store of text on the entire Internet."
Diagram of WebCorp System Operation
WebCorp User Interface
The WebCorp system operates as follows. The tool currently has six stages, as shown in the graph above. It first interfaces with the user request, which can be a word or a contiguous phrase, converting it into a format acceptable to a selection of search engines. It then piggybacks on one or other of these that has been specified by the user. Each search engine follows its own procedure for searching a section of the web for texts containing the specified language item. Once the engine has traced the search term, via its own index, to a candidate text, WebCorp down loads that text temporarily into memory and extracts the appropriate linguistic context, processing and collating it before presenting it to the user.
In its current form, the Graphical User Interface looks as shown above. It offers various options to the user. The user can submit a keyword consisting of a word or phrase. The user can select one of 5 search engines: currently, Google, Altavista, Northern Light, FAST, and MetaCrawler. Case sensitivity may be specified or not. There is a choice of output format: HTML, HTML KWIC tables, and plain ASCII text. The user may wish to have a display of URLs, or for the sake of readability, omit these and have an unbroken set of KWIC contexts. The number of concordance lines may be specified. For the purposes of search refinement, a particular site domain may be specified in terms of any part of a URL; for example, .fr or .
QC. uk. The concordance span may be set at between 1 -50 words to the left Draft and to the right of the node. Users not wishing to wait for results may receive them by selecting an email option. Further refinements to this interface are in progress.
Sample WebCorp Searches
The next section of this paper will present some of the linguistic information which can usefully be retrieved from the web.
Study of Neologisms
One area of linguistic interest is the search for neologisms and new word uses. One might have noticed in computing journals that a new term, corporate portal, appears to be taking on some of the role of the earlier term intranet. The APRIL project graph (Pacey et al, forthcoming) confirms a changeover in the frequency with which the two terms (intranet and portal, since the latter occurs only in corporate portal) occur in the Independent newspaper from 1989-1999.
A search using the WebCorp tool with the AltaVista search engine yields 57 occurrences for "corporate portal", which can be extracted in neat, one-line contexts as follows: One of the known processes of change in modem English grammar is the shift trom person who to person which type of construction discussed by Mair (1998) . The WebCorp tool can furnish examples of such rare language use, which supplement the few found by Mair in a number of corpus sources, and thus help, as Bergh (1998) entered his entry can is a disqualifIed person with was under common control has written the search ad for has written the ad will is authorized to enter and posted it has to be me guestbook! visits my page controls or is controlled by, or posted it has to be is an organization shall, was blind trom birth. generates less than 100 kilos
Study of Productive Linguistic Features
Another area of development in the English lexicon that one might wish to study is the productivity of some morphemes. However, the chronological, quantified diachronic study that productivity implies to a corpus linguist is not yet possible on the web, due to the lack of textual authorship dating. Nevertheless, hypotheses based on diachronic data sources, such as the chronologically-stored and processed journalistic text collections and the APRIL morphological database at Liverpool; or the FLOB and Frown corpora at Freiburg, can be tested against the larger web resource. The user might note that the 'e-' splinter, an abbreviation of electronic, is gaining status as a full-blown affIx, and is taking over in popularity from cyber and techno in creating new formations. The APRIL tool compares eand cyber frequencies of use in 10 years of Independent text below.
E-words can be searched for with our WebCorp tool. For instance, a sub-set of the 'e' words is evolving in text, whereby an E-word is created not simply by attaching' e' to a root form, but by taking a word like retail, which has e as the vowel in its initial syllable, and clipping the letters preceding the 'e'. Neologisms arise in this way from semantically transparent and appropriate bases such as freelancers, which becomes freelancers; and retail which becomes etail, as shown below: 
Study of Unconventional Use
In corpus-based study of language change, one can encounter unexpected usage in otherwise conventional sources. Investigating the continuing regularisation of irregular verbs (e.g. Mair, 1998) Technical papers gived the total number of fuel elements changed No sooner had I said this than Guiseppe catched hold of my hand The girls bowled, batted, ran and catched as well as most men could WebCorp would be a resource to turn to for confirmatory or counter evidence. However, alongside conventional usage, the Web is strewn with typographical errors, as well as uninformed, colloquial, provisional and improvised language use of the spontaneous kinds encouraged particularly in chat rooms and news lists; and Web-based text is very often also written by non-native speakers. So one can find instances of almost any odd formation. There is not room in this article to indulge in detailed illustration of the full joys of Web invention; nor is it pertinent. The point is that it means that the Web is not a place to go for reliable confirmation of correct usage unless the user is in a position to evaluate what he/she finds. Such evaluation is usually achievable through native-speaker intuition, but these means are not open to the non-native speaker-learner. There is a need to discover some clues as to the status, bona fide or otherwise, of what is being observed, that can allow the language learner to recognise error and thus make the web a more usable language source.
If we take a questionable form such as maked, we find 92 instances yielded by WebCorp via Google on 14th June 2002. Closer observation reveals among these a range of error types, often errors in combination. The purpose here is not to identify the kinds of errors that occur per se, but to see whether there is anything in the environment which can indicate to someone with no recourse to native-speaker judgement that a word is erroneously or conventional spelt and used. Of the 92 instances of maked, 54 are native-speaker typographical errors, intended to be the words marked or naked, as shown in examples 1-4:
1. All mandatory items are maked with an asterisk.(*) (450ccs.) 2. Assessment is by internally maked homework and external examination. (3 occs.) 3. Within a week of starting Accolate, I noticed a maked improvement of my symptoms.
(1 occ.) 4. it was considered great fun to eject maked classmates out into the winter (5 occs) These errors are identifiable to the native-speaker through contextual clues in the form of more, (or less) established collocates (here, respectively: items, with, asterisk, *; assessment, homework; noticed, improvement; fun, eject and winter) . WebCorp currently offers a collocational profile which reveals some of this information (see 6.2).
Draft
A further 8 instances appear to be mis-typings of makes, created by native speakers out of carelessness or perhaps through a last-minute decision to change tense. The fact that they occur incongruously in text otherwise set in the present is the clue that aids this interpretation. See examples 5-6: 5. If…he has only just realised this, it maked one wonder if he has ever played the game 6. In 'Living on thin air' there was a prediction that in the future the tax system will be under threat. As companies become bigger it maked the economies of scale possible
In 2 above, the writer appears to be caught between the conventional rules of reporting, which require past tenses to follow the reporting phrase 'there was a prediction that', and the informal tendency not to sequence reported verbs.
Then there are 11 instances of maked which are intended to be made. These fall into two categories: 9 that occur in contexts liberally sprinkled with orthographic and grammatical inaccuracies, often on message boards or chat rooms (so identifiable in the URL by such key words as messages, games, club, connection, or dubious elements such as dontlike or diy) -and so perhaps recognisable as errors, as in:
7. The park looked decidely scruffy, and stupid things like Submission still having the Virtual Queue lines maked the park look like a tacky fun park 8. strumming while Derek (Fish Dick) maked his way throught the crowd There are 2 further instances of maked for made which are isolated errors in otherwise accurate text, and so probably slips of the brain, but correspondingly less identifiable as errors by the non-native speaker. See examples 9-10: 9. Club stalwart Alan Elliott maked the trip up to get a day's sailing under his belt 10. One of the fans in one of the PC's started to maked a noise. Upon investigation (with the intention of replacing the fan)
There seem to be just 12 instances of non-native speaking errors, all where maked is intended to express the past tense of make, as in 11-12:
11. Alhambra forests ... maked it necesary the application of an special program of control 12. the cinema called "de pipas" ("of pipes") because it was maked only to win money and without interest.
Instances like 11-12 may be recognised by some non-native speakers by the fact that they occur in text authored by people with non-English names, or containing a number of nonnative speaking errors as indicated.
The remaining 7 instances of maked are either not erroneous, as in the 3 cases of Early English spellings; see 13:
13. Ofauentours bat fel bi dayes, Wher-ofBretouns maked her layes." or they are deliberately wrongly spelt, employed as jokes in 3 cases, as in 14:
14. He 'can not believe you wood get someone who maked all those gramar mestakes to WORk for you' and once in a literary (science-fictional) context, to convey a sense of atmosphere through imitating spoken dialect, in 15:
15. Eye Rock or someplace such, just like as the South'uns maked a gather for themselves and clans out at the West It seems, then, that it is orthographic and lexical clues in the immediate and larger context of a particular word instance that are the learner's best hope of knowing how to judge its accuracy. At the moment, there is no standardised referencing of Web documents such that they are marked as to native-speaker. The current state of Web annotation poses problems for all serious users as to how far the data can be relied on to model acceptable or typical use for pedagogic and lexicographic applications.
Domain specification (see 6.4), whereby message boards and chat rooms are ignored, would help. Country specification, such as . uk (see 6.5), might limit the retrieval of non (English)-native-speaking text and word use (though not careless or humorous native-speaking contributions). An automated spell-checker; that is to say a master word index against which items were checked and graded, would be another useful filter, although one man's error can be another man's creative use, and today's error next year's norm. A cumulative collocate bank for the words indexed could rate a Web word for probable misspelling on the basis of its context. It is hoped that the next generation of XML annotation, together with advances in the Semantic Web initiative, will increase the chances of providing some metalinguistic guide as to the status, provenance and thus reliability of the words under investigation.
The User
User Search Habits
As said earlier, the design of the WebCorp System is informed by usage and user comment via the feedback mechanism on the web. Among other things, we note the types of terms that users tend to submit. A sample of these is shown below: 
Improvements in WebCorp Functionality
Taking into account the user feedback above, but also following our own planned programme of development, we have moved through successive versions of the WebCorp tool. Progress is incremental but swift. Since the prototype tool was first reported on at the Corpus Linguistics 2001 conference in Lancaster, two new versions have emerged, the first offering improvements including smaller font and compact presentation for concordance lines, numbered concordance lines, and HTML-centred keywords.
Formatting
By way of illustration, I show below the application of one particular set of format options, producing a to-word context, HTML-formatted concordance extract with keyword emboldened and line numbering for convenience of reference. This was retrieved via the Northern Light search engine at midday on May 2nd, 2001, (at a time when the neologism was still not accessible in the indexes of either Alta Vista or Google). Thus, in this particular case, WebCorp was able to extract up-to-the-month results for a vogue formation.
Collocation
The most recent publically-available version (4.7) of the WebCorp tool incorporates type/token counts for web pages, improvements in speed of search and retrieval, and contiguous collocational statistics. Simple collocational information, based on a word span of 4 words to the right and left of the keyword, is shown below, taking rage as the search term. 
Precision through Domain Specification
Another recent WebCorp refinement is domain specification. Web URLs are not yet transparent, and the only alternative offered by search engines is the indexed information provided by YAHOO and Open Directory, which have pre-indexed down loads of the web. Using WebCorp, however, it is possible to restrict web search by specifying a part or all of a site domain (e.g. .uk or fr). A linguistic question might concern the use of EU terms as part of the globalisation process in languages. If the user wishes to observe the extent to which the French-originated term acquis communautaire is being used in English (Renouf, forthcoming-b) , it is possible to do so by restricting the URL search to texts within the UK. An extract of the 127 results produced by WebCorp using AltaVista is shown here:
and legislation consistent with the ouropean legislation, the so-called Union forces too much with some parts of the of European legislation, the so-called the 31 chapters of the qualified majority. The and the implementation of the it difficult to implement the meeting the challenges of the irrevocably binding. The principle of' with the ECJ and the field and of the right. The concept of This is part of the acquis communautaire Some of the candidates acquis communautaire The only negotiations will European acquis communautaire on them. That is the acquis communautaire was one on which almost acquis communautaire The only negotiations will acquis communautaire and has closed II chapters acquis communautaire means that the arrangeme acquis communautaire the faster they can join acquis communautaire However, I am extremely acquis communautaire but that it also concerns acquis communautaire' means that once any legis acquis communautaire would be remedied. The occupied acquis communautaire are unchallengeable? Mr. completely acquis communautaire is very important in this acquis communautaire which is binding on all Language identification will improve search refinement, whilst foreign language handling will speed up response, possibly also effected through local (foreign) site location.
Precision through Language Specification
A further refinement in linguistic search is the specification of a particular language for the source text. The WebCorp tool will soon be refined, in conjunction with our collaborating search engine company, to handle different languages. Meanwhile, the means available for restricting language is simple-minded but effective: it is to specify the particular section of the URL which designates country. 
Future Plans
Our future plans for improvements to the WebCorp system have been identified above. Three additional areas of development are in operation behind the scenes.
Grid involvement
The first involves the careful monitoring of next-generation Internet activities. The web explosion will lead to its being superseded by the Grid (Foster & Kesselmann, 1999) . 'Grid' is not an acronym but a metaphor for the next stage of Internet and Web organisation, whereby electronic data retrieval and processing activities are conceptualised as basic utilities for society, by analogy with gas or electricity, on a global scale. 'Grid' designates the philosophy behind the provision of vastly increased computing resources, entailing such measures as distributed and shared computing processes. By about 2005, this or a similar resource which will in turn usher in a new generation of electronic facilities -hardware, middleware and new distributed ways of storing and accessing text, which will probably involve text being accessed via the replacement Internet but not sitting directly on it.
WebCorp is well placed to develop in step with Grid initiatives at Liverpool.
Internationalisation
The second stage of development involves the internationalisation of WebCorp in collaboration with colleagues abroad. By 'internationalisation' is meant the introduction of measures to allow the identification and handling of other languages on and via the Web.
The third line of development involves the standardisation of Web text markup, with particular reference to the dating of text. The current dating mechanism is unreliable, uninterpretable and unuseful in linguistic terms. Our experience shows that just over half of web servers return a 'Last-modified' header, but this fails to indicate whether the date, if given, indicates date of authorship, date of extensive editing and updating, date of complete rewriting, or simply date when minor typographical error was removed. The W3C has proposed the 'Resource Description Framework' (RDF) as a meta-standard, one feature of which is intended to require the page author to specify 'a date associated with an event in the life cycle of the resource'. Among the qualifiers are 'Created', and 'Modified,2. These would be valuable sources of information both in modem diachronic corpus study, and in the study of text editions and versions. We are actively supporting this standardisation initiative (Renouf & Kehoe, forthcoming) .
Concluding Remarks
This paper has discussed the need of the linguistic community for access to a large-scale, renewable source of information about recent and current language use. It has demonstrated that the web, when accessed by WebCorp, offers linguistic evidence that is not supplied by existing text corpora, or which supplements meagre evidence for rarer or older aspects of language use. A basic system functionality is relatively simple to achieve; the real challenges for WebCorp lie in developing a closer understanding ofthe web's structure and content, and in devising ways of compensating for the current limitations of search engines in order to produce a maximally efficient, informative and user-friendly tool.
